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The Future ALA Structure Corrnnittee is seeking reactions 

to its four approaches to restructuring the association. 

Once the corrnnittee gets a consensus on which approach should be 

pursued, it will develop that approach or approaches in greater detail 

for membership consideration. 

Brief descriptions of the four approaches are included below. 

Those wishing a more detailed statement should ,rrite to: Executive Office, 

American Library Association, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60611. 

Corrrrnents and opinions should be sent by fucember 1, 1977 to 

Helen Tuttle, O1air, Future ALA Structure Corrnnitte~ Princeton University 

Library, Princeton, NJ 08540. 

The four approaches to restructuring are as follows: 

Activity Approach . Addresses particularly the problem of t ype -of
library (TOL) vs. type --0f --activity (TOA) • It provides for membership 
units only on the basis of activity. In balance with that~ the 
governance of the association--the Council--is based on representati on 
proportional to the size of membership by type of library. There is 
no essential change in the authority of Council or in the duties of 
the officers and the Board: -It has the potential of reducin~ the 
number of program offices at Headquarters. -

Assembly~proach. Seeks to realize the goals of the association 
through e creation of two Assemblies: the Media Resources and 
Services Assembly and the fuvelopment and Interpretation of Librarianship 
Assembly. Each assembly can speak to certain association obje , +ivcs. 
All membership activity uni ts are in one or the other -::-f the 
assemblies, which are sub divided into units of varying size, and t he 
assemblies have representation on Council. Again, the general membership, 
the unit officers, office heads, the Executive Board, and Council 
have the same authority and responsibilities they now have, but Head-
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quarters staffing would be grouped around the two assemblies 
rather than around the membership subunits or office units, 
permitting more efficient use of Headquarters expertise and 
support. 

Federation Approach. Composed of a central body and relatively autonomous 
associations plus an Assembly of members who wish to join only the 
central body. The central body has only those responsibilities 
assigned to it by the member associations. This structure would 
result in the transfer of some responsibilities out of the central 
ALA offices into the associations. However, the central voice of 
the profession would be strengthened by the greater number of 
members within the federation. 

Evolutionary ~proach. Maintains that our present structure can 
serve our nee if we continue to make modifications to meet 
changing concerns and situations. This plan proposes twelve 
changes, independent of each other, to be considered for adoption or 
rejection. The proposals have been developed to solve specific problems 
which have -been perceived in the present structure. 
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